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Chapter 10
Frozen Hearts and Fixer
Uppers: Villainy, Gender, and
Female Companionship in
Disney’s Frozen
Chapter 10  Frozen Hearts and Fixer Uppers
Catherine Lester
S
ince its release in late 2013, Frozen has become nothing short of a
cultural phenomenon, with the world’s largest box office gross for an
animated film (which, thanks to sing-a-long re-releases in subsequent
years, only keeps climbing),1 a triple-Platinum soundtrack, two Academy
Awards, and merchandise which sold so well that Disney struggled to meet
demandin the wake of the film’s release.2 The Frozen hype shows no signs
of diminishing, as it is also now a Broadway musical, has spawned two
theatrically released short films (Frozen Fever in 2015 and Olaf’s Frozen
Adventure in 2017), theme park attractions, and has a feature-length sequel
due in 2019. In addition to this resounding commercial success it has
attracted a wealth of academic debate, including a “Symfrozium”, and a
number of academic publications discussing the film’s aesthetics, industrial
significance and gender politics.3 A large part of the film’s success can be
attributed to its representation of gender, which film critics celebrated as
highly progressive.4 Indeed, it marks several “firsts” in terms of gender for
Disney and for Hollywood filmmaking at large: it is the first Disney
animated feature5 to be directed by a woman (Jennifer Lee, who co-di-
rected with Chris Buck), and it is the first film, of any type, with a female
director to earn over $1 billion worldwide. Narratively, it is the first Disney
animated fairy tale to feature two women in central roles who, for at least
a portion of the film, are both princesses. Crucially, in a departure from
Disney’s prior animated fairy tales, these women are not straight-forwardly
pitted against each other as villain and victim; instead, the film presents
Elsa, the reclusive princess with an icy magical power who later becomes
Queen of Arendelle, as someone who holds the potential for villainy. This
is then averted thanks to the healing power of the sibling bond that she
shares with her younger sister, the outgoing Princesses Anna. By focusing
on the representation of villainy and the ability for it to be overcome
through female companionship, this chapter argues that Frozen marks a
significant change in the representation of women – namely, princesses and
authoritative women with magical powers – and the relationships between
them in Disney’s animated fairy tales.
This adds to a growing body of scholarly work that examines Frozen’s
gender politics. In contrast to the overwhelmingly positive critical and
public response to the film’s progressive qualities, many academic re-
sponses adopt a post-feminist approach to argue that, although film does
mark astep forward in the representation of women in Disney’s animated
films, there are also a number of problematic aspects that undermine its
feminist potential. For example, the film’s adherence to restrictive norms
of feminine beauty has been read by Madeline Streiff and Lauren Dundes
as “conflating feminism with femininity and sex appeal”.6 In addition, Maja
Rudloff points out that although Frozen’s female protagonists are indeed
active and driven by their own agency, they remain surrounded by male
characters.7 This chapter does not seek to dispute these arguably valid
criticisms, but to add to this debate by calling attention to two other aspects
of the film’s gender politics which have received less attention in academic
discourse: the role of solidarity between its female protagonists and how
this relates to representations of villainy, particularly in light of Frozen’s
status as a fairy tale. As such, the chapter follows in the steps of the works
of Owen Weetch and Sarah Whitfield, who discuss the film’s theme of
female bonding. Weetch analyses how Frozen’s use of stereoscopic 3D
illustrates Elsa’s personal journey from rejecting to embracing her commu-
nity and Anna’s companionship.8 Whitfield locates the film within the
Broadway musical tradition which, she argues, has a better historical record
than Disney’s animated films for showing female characters communicat-
ing with one another, thus allowing them “to enact the resolution to their
own dramatic conflict”.9 This chapter builds on these by considering how
Frozen’s resolution that foregrounds female solidarity, and its complex
presentation of Elsa and other ‘villainous’ characters, offers a new, pro-
gressive model for the representation of women, and their interactions
with each other, in Disney’s animated fairy tales.
Before Frozen: the “Disney Princess” and the Wicked Witch
That Frozen has two princesses as leading characters may not at first seem
particularly significant. Despite only eight of Disney’s animated films being
based on fairy tales, when we think of the studio what often comes to mind
is, if not Mickey Mouse, the iconic fairy tale castle logo and the “Disney
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Princess” – both the actual princess characters in their respective films,
and the Disney Princess media franchise of dolls, costumes, magazines, and
a variety of other paratexts.10 Both Disney’s princess characters and the
Disney Princess franchise have been widely criticised for seeming to pro-
mote to young, predominantly female viewers unhealthy ideals of body
image, femininity, and romance. Indeed, the princess characters are im-
possibly beautiful, have dainty, slim-waisted figures, and are commonly
perceivedas being “helpless ornaments in need of protection, and when it
comes to the action of the film, they are omitted”.11 Amy M. Davis,
however, argues that in the context of the films the princesses have more
agency than their detractors give them credit for, and that their repre-
sentation improves over the course of the twentieth century.12 Yet any
positive representations that can be gleaned from the films are largely
erased by the Disney Princess franchise, which comes under even greater
fire than the films for homogenising the princesses, taking them out of their
narrative contexts, and focusing on elements concerning beauty and ro-
mance.13 For example, in 2013, controversy surrounded Pixar’s Brave when
the “tom-boy princess” Merida was due to become a “Disney Princess”.14
Merida’s make-over for the franchise removed the bow and arrow with
which she is extremely adept in the film and gave her a more sexualised
appearance by narrowing her waist, giving her a fuller breast and wider
hips, and adorning her once-bare face with make-up. The resulting image
removed, or at least severely toned down, any references to her feisty,
rebellious nature, which was seen by many as a refreshing departure from
Disney’s previous representations of fairy tale princesses. The “Disney
Princess” is therefore a figure of great tension, and one that is vital to
contextualising the representation of gender in Frozen.
Gender dynamics in Disney’s princess films are further problematised due
to the identities of the villains who are placed in opposition to these
princesses. In the princess films up to the late 1980s, the villains are older,
malevolent, single women, some of whom possess witch-like magical
powers: the wicked step-mother and Queen of Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs; Cinderella’s Lady Tremaine and her obnoxious daughters, the ugly
step-sisters; Sleeping Beauty’s Maleficent; and The Little Mermaid’s Ursula. The
extreme contrast between the beautiful young princess and the evil older
woman continues the classic black-and-white dichotomy of good versus
evil established in the roots of fairy tales, allowing for streamlined story-
telling. Many critics have argued that these female villains are far more
compelling than their comparatively passive opponents: they are the “diva
of the piece”,15 “erotic and subversive forces”,16 and femmes fatales who
incite a love-to-hate sensation in the audience. Still, the depictions of these
wicked women can be considered troubling due to the implication that
their transgressive female sexuality is associated with evil, and must
therefore be rejected and destroyed in the service of the heteronormative
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romantic narrative and re-establishment of the patriarchal status quo.17
Furthermore, despite the fact thatit might be seen positively that women
feature so heavily in these films, the relationships between these women
are only ever ones of antagonism and competition – competition to be the
most beautiful, to marry a prince, to rule a kingdom – rather than of support
between women. As suggested by Jill Birnie Henke, Diane Zimmerman
Umble and Nancy J. Smith, rather than being progressive relationships of
“power-with” each other, they are ones that depict the struggle for
“power-over” one another.18
Positive change can be seen in the depiction of women, particularly the
princesses, from the start of Disney’s Renaissance era.19 The Little Mermaid’s
Ariel and Beauty and the Beast’s Belle – and the “non-fairy tale” princesses:
Jasmine, Pocahontas and Mulan – are headstrong, pro-active young women
with greater senses of selfhood and agency than their predecessors. For
example, all of them take action to rescue their male love-interest (and
others), as opposed to or in addition to the reverse. However, in terms of
their interactions with other women, these films do little to improve upon
the earlier princess films. With the exception of The Little Mermaid, all of
these films pit their female protagonists against not wicked witches, but
male villains such as Beauty and the Beast’s Gaston. This move from female
to male villains is one which Davis suggests may have been “an attempt to
steer away from sexist portrayals of evil, sexually frustrated women” in the
1990s’ increasingly politically-correct cultural climate.20 While this means
that female characters are not in competition with each other in these
narratives, it also means that there are very few significant female relation-
ships in these films. Furthermore, although the princesses are often united
on official Disney Princess merchandise, it is a “rule” of the franchise that
wherever two or more princesses appear on a product they should never
make eye contact or otherwise acknowledge one another’s existence.21 The
paratexts thus focus on extending the heteronormative romantic narratives
of the films and prevent opportunities to encourage female interaction
where it is already absent within the films.22
An eleven year-long gap follows this group of films in which most of
Disney’s animated features focus on narratives featuring male leads, before
returning to the fairy tale princess with The Princess and the Frog, Tangled,
and the aforementioned Brave. Each can be considered progressive in its
own way,23 but it is Pixar’s Brave – not a “Disney film” per se, nor based on
an existing fairy tale, yet which is included in the Disney Princess franchise
– that is particularly noteworthy. Brave is a milestone in that it is the first
(and currently only) of Pixar’s films with a female director (Brenda
Chapman, who co-directed with Mark Andrews and Steve Purcell). It is
also the only one of Disney/Pixar’s fairy tale princess films to put the
relationship between a princess and her biological mother at the forefront
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of the narrative – even if the latter spends most of it in the form of a bear
– a relationship which, crucially, concerns their learning to support and
understandeach other.24 That both Frozen and Brave are the first instances
of Disney’s and Pixar’s fairy tale output focusing on supportive female
relationships, and are also each studio’s first film to have significant female
creative forces behind the scenes, does not seem to be a coincidence.25 In
line with these more progressive depictions of female relationships in
Disney’s films in the 2010s, the “Bechdel Test” has become an increasingly
popular measure of the representation of women in film; specifically, the
extent to which two or more female characters communicate with each
other about something other than a man.26 The lack of female bonding in
Disney’s fairy tales (and the Disney Princess paratexts) is therefore a very
pertinent contemporary concern.
Frozen follows in the footsteps of Brave, becoming the first animated Disney
fairy tale (as opposed to a Disney/Pixar co-production) to place the
importance of female companionship at the centre of its narrative. It does
so with an intense awareness of Disney’s back catalogue of fairy tales,
presenting one character, Anna, who on a surface level fits the “Disney
Princess” mould, and another, Elsa, who possesses characteristics synony-
mous with the “wicked witch”. In making their relationship central to the
film’s narrative resolution, the film offers female bonding as a “cure” for
potential villainy, thus subverting typical expectations concerning the
depiction of women with magical powers in Disney fairy tales.27 In doing
so, it also prompts us to think back upon Disney’s earlier female fairy tale
villains and question whether or not they, too, could have been “saved”
from their villainous ways with the support of their princess victims.
“Beware the Frozen Feart”: Setting Up Frosty Expectations
It goes without saying that villains are a crucial element of fairy tales.
Indeed, without them there would be no story; or, at least, a very
uninteresting one with little at stake, as the protagonists would have “no
real incentive to move forward in their lives, to undertake their adventures,
and to grow as individuals”.28 Bruno Bettelheim’s psychoanalytic reading
of fairy tale villains proposes that they are a projection of the sinful aspects
of the protagonist’s personality: “victory is not over others but only over
oneself and over villainy (mainly one’s own, which is projected as the hero’s
antagonist)”.29 Similarly, Sheldon Cashdan argues in The Witch Must Die that
the antagonists in fairy tales must always die, symbolically representing “a
victory of virtue over vice, a sign that the positive forces in the self have
prevailed”.30 Villains in fairy tales can thus be argued to be as important
psychologically as they are narratively. It is therefore interesting that for
the majority of Frozen it is unclear precisely who this figure is, a detail that
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has been the target of some criticism.31 It is on repeat viewing and close
analysis, however, that it becomes clear that this ambiguity is one of the
film’s most effective aspects, and crucial to the way the film subverts
expectations and offers new directions for Disney’s fairy tales going
forward.
As stated above, Frozen is a film highly aware of its predecessors, and it
ostensibly deals in slightly modernised versions of well-worn stereotypes.32
Anna is the younger and more optimistic, yet naïve, of the two Arendelle
princesses. She and Elsa play happily as children, before an accident (in
which Elsa strikes Anna withher powers) means that Anna’s memories of
Elsa’s powers are removed; they must spend the rest of their childhoods
locked inside the castle until Elsa has learned to control her powers. Elsa
and Anna grow apart, worsened by the untimely deaths of their parents,
the King and Queen. Like many other fairy tale princesses who have been
trapped within oppressive environments, whether their step-mother’s
home, under the sea, or in a tower, Anna has an idealistic and unrealistic
view of the world – specifically, of love. In the musical number, “For The
First Time In Forever”, Anna sings of her desire to see the world outside
of the castle walls and finally meet “The One” at Elsa’s coronation. In a
slight twist on the “perfect princess” stereotype, however, she also sings
of how in her excitement she is unsure of whether she is “elated or gassy”,
and that her nervousness makes her “wanna stuff some chocolate in [her]
face”. Further displaying the film’s self-awareness, on the morning of Elsa’s
coronation two guests are heard saying that they bet the sisters are
“absolutely lovely”. The film then cuts abruptly to Anna asleep in bed:
snoring, drooling, and her hair a tangled mess. Nonetheless, Anna has the
figure of a “Disney Princess” and shares the desires of her predecessors to
see the world outside her confines and, if the opportunity arises, to fall in
love. Her dreams appear to come true when she literally bumps into a
suitor, Prince Hans of the Southern Isles, the epitome of the “Prince
Charming” archetype. Thus, Frozen presents the building blocks of what
seems to be a standard fairy tale princess narrative.
The speed with which Anna and Hans get engaged may be somewhat
suspect and disorienting; in fact, having known each other for less than a
day, their engagement comes faster than any other Disney prince and
princess couple. The audience’s reservations are voiced in the diegesis by
both Elsa and Kristoff, Anna’s eventual true love: Elsa declares “You can’t
marry a man you just met”, and Kristoff challenges how much she really
knows about Hans, concluding that her judgement is not trustworthy.
However, as an audience subject to the Disney fairy tale princess narrative
again and again, it is easy to accept this swift proceeding of events. It helps
that Anna and Hans’ “falling-in-love” duet (a Disney fairy tale staple),
“Love Is An Open Door”, is so sincere, persuasive and euphoric that we
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are swept along with Anna. Further aiding this acceptance is that their duet
is filled with visual references to the love songs of earlier Disney fairy tales,
most notably, Cinderella’s “So This Is Love”. The most telling evidence that
Frozen is deliberately dealing in archetypes in order to later subvert them
is a projection of Anna and Hans’ dancing silhouettes onto the sail of a
nearby ship. This closely mirrors a shot in which Cinderella and Prince
Charming’s dancing silhouettes are cast onto a palace wall. Without
context, these shadows could be depicting exactly the same couple, and
indeed, Anna and Hans appear to be playing out the roles of the archetypal
princess and prince that are expected from Disney’s fairy tales. Disney’s
archetypes (and fairy tale archetypes prior to Disney’s adaptations), like
shadows, are not necessarily true representations of reality; they are
simplified facsimiles – “typical rather than unique”, as Bettelheim puts it
– that function to tell a story swiftly and effectively.33 Thus, we can read
the use of shadows to convey archetype in Frozen to the film’s intent to
“fool” the audience into believing that these figures are simply stock
characters (albeit slightly modernised) in a predictable narrative that will
end with, or pre-empt, their marriage.34
Anna and Hans slotting so easily into these roles of the princess and her
prince leaves open the final key role of the fairy tale villain. This is where
expectations set up by Disney’s established “princess versus wicked witch”
dichotomy come into play, as well as our knowledge going into the film
provided by its marketing and production background. Jonathan Gray
argues that, through paratexts like trailers and posters, “films and television
programs often begin long before we actively seek them out”, and that the
information we receive about a text before seeing it is as crucial to the
construction of a text’s meaning as the text itself.35 In the case of Frozen,
this construction of meaning begins with the common knowledge that the
film is a very loose adaptation of Hans Christian Andersen’s “The Snow
Queen” (1844). Disney had been attempting to adapt the tale since the
late-1930s,36 and it was only in 2011 – two years before the film’s release
– that it was retitled Frozen.37 Even to someone unfamiliar with the tale, it
is arguably clear that the title role is a villainous one. Queens in fairy tales,
especially magical queens, are rarely on the side of good, and “snow” brings
to mind coldness, literally and figuratively. Though before Frozen a feature-
length Hollywood adaptation of “The Snow Queen” had never been made,
other wicked queens or witches associated with ice and snow have featured
in well-known texts, such as the White Witch of The Chronicles of Narnia
novels (C. S. Lewis, 1950–56) and their many film, television, radio and
stage adaptations. The most basic knowledge of the source material alone
therefore forces an expectation that Elsa, shown in the film’s promotional
materials with her white-blonde hair, ice-blue dress and magical powers,
is the villain of the piece. Indeed, this was the case for much of the film’s
pre-production; concept art indicates that the Snow Queen character was
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conceived to follow in the vein of Disney’s earlier female villains as a femme
fatale or diva.38 In these designs she has blue skin,a spiky haircut in either
blue, black or white, heavy-lidded eyes, and strikes a variety of haughty,
seductive poses, much unlike the character in the final film.39 Early story
concepts also reveal that the Snow Queen was to have an army of evil
snowmen and a coat of live weasels.40 The casting of the popular Broadway
star Idina Menzel as Elsa’s voice further associates the character with
villainy. Menzel, before the release of Frozen, was best known for originating
the role of Elphaba, the Wicked Witch of the West, in the musical Wicked:
The Untold Story of the Witches of Oz (2003–). Despite the fact that Wicked is
a revisionist text that shows the iconic villain to be a sympathetic, misun-
derstood and maligned woman with good intentions (much like Elsa in
Frozen), this simple association of Elsa with the Wicked Witch of the West
may have further led audiences to assume that Elsa’s role in the film would
be that of an antagonist.41
The film’s marketing materials are also highly interesting due to the way
they construct Elsa. By the time the film’s marketing campaign had begun,
Elsa had been re-conceptualised as a good, sympathetic character who is
misunderstood and ostracised due to her powers. Yet, the trailers depict
her as an antagonist – that is, when she features at all. The teaser trailer42
features only a comical skit involving Olaf the snowman and Sven the
reindeer, a scene that does not appear in the film. A theatrical trailer,43
released later, hardly features Elsa at all, but establishes the basic premise
that Arendelle is endangered by a perpetual winter caused by her magical
powers. The only shots in this trailer of Elsa are an ominous shot of her
from behind as she opens a window, followed by a shot of her atop a snowy
hill casting her powers, which in turn is followed immediately by disaster
film-esque shots of the frozen kingdom. There are a further five shots in
the trailer of her using her powers, one of which is followed by a character’s
accusation of “sorcery”. The second of these shots does not actually feature
in the final film; the rest are taken out of their narrative context, and all
of them last less than one second each (in a trailer of over two and a half
minutes). Gray claims that trailers are almost always “carefully manicured”
and obsessed-over by marketers,44 while John Ellis describes them as a
“calculated” part of the “process of meaning”.45 Thus, this Frozen trailer is
arguably very precisely crafted in order to imply that Elsa is the film’s
antagonist. Although it should be pointed out that with her blonde hair,
soft features and slim figure, Elsa is physically more similar to the “Disney
Princess” archetype, the marketing carefully builds upon knowledge of the
original fairy tale and assumptions that women with magical powers in
Disney fairy tales have wicked intentions.46
With these expectations set up, the film’s opening continues to misdirect
the audience, ensuring that even viewers who had not been exposed to any
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of the marketing, nor bore any knowledge of the film or its source material,
would expect a villainous female presence. After the title sequence, the
film opens proper with the musical number “Frozen Heart”. Sung by male
ice harvesters as they saw chunks of ice from a frozen lake, it acts in the
vein of a Greek chorus to introduce the film’s themes. Its final line is an
ominous warning: “Beware the frozen heart”. This can be taken to mean
the figuratively frozen heart of a “cold” person, but also foreshadows
Anna’s literally frozen heart when she is accidentally struck by Elsa’s
powers towards the end of the film. The song implies that the one with
the “frozen heart” is a female being through the gendered lyrics such as
“Beautiful! Powerful! Dangerous! Cold!”, “Icy force both foul and fair”,
and “There’s beauty and there’s danger here”.47 Equally, the strong,
rhythmic beat, imagery of saws and pickaxes, and verbs such as “cut”,
“strike” and “break” ominously imply violence and danger. With or
without any other knowledge of the film, these opening moments clearly
associate the ice itself, and the implied icy figure, with danger, emotional
coldness, and power, which is admired but also feared and must be
“broken”. The song could, in fact, be describing any of the Disney witches
who have come before. What is interesting, therefore, is that what follows
makes it clear that this figure, assumed to be the “Snow Queen”, is anything
but a cruel villain.
Immediately after “Frozen Heart” we are introduced to Elsa and Anna as
children, establishing their close sisterly bond. That Elsa is introduced as a
child is highly significant as none of Disney’s other female fairy tale villains
have been shown as children, the reason for which may be that showing
them as (presumably innocent) children will risk evoking sympathy from
the audience. Following Frozen, it is interesting that Maleficent (2014) –
Disney’s live-action revisionist take on the iconic Sleeping Beauty villain –
also shows its protagonist’s formative years, serving to prove that her
subsequent “evil” actions were actually justified due to her violent assault
by a male, Stefan, who would go on to become the King and father of the
sleeping beauty herself, Princess Aurora. Returning to Frozen, Elsa, during
and beyond childhood, displays characteristics that could otherwise have
coded her as a villain; for example, it is due to Elsa’s powers that both she
and Anna become locked in their own castle, in a variation of the fairy tale
trope. However, rather than Elsa doing this out of any nefarious intentions,
she has been taught that her power is dangerous by the authoritative
patriarchal figures around her: her father the King, and Grand Pabbie, the
leader of the magical trolls. Elsa can therefore be considered both her own
captor and prisoner, who traps her sister and rejects her affections out of
care rather than out of cruelty or selfishness. In this way, she is also shown
to be far more (emotionally) complex than her wicked predecessors: more
victim than villain, as much a fairy tale princess as a “wicked witch”. It is
precisely this duality to her character that subverts the typical presentation
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of Disney’s witches and magical queens as evil. Displaying this duality more
so than at any other point in the film is the song “Let It Go”.
“LettingGo” and Transforming Archetypes
Lee has revealed that the key development that led to the film being
re-conceived with Elsa as a victim rather than a villain was in the writing
of the song “Let It Go”.48 Taking place after Elsa’s powers are revealed at
her coronation and she flees Arendelle, it was originally intended to show
her transformation into a generic villain who swears vengeance on those
who have shunned her. However, songwriters Robert Lopez and Kristen
Anderson-Lopez decided to focus instead on what fearing one’s own power
and feeling ostracised from one’s community would actually feel like.49 This
can be considered both a departure from, and a similarity to, previous
Disney witches. They seem to lack the ability to feel sympathy and
compassion, but have no trouble expressing negative emotions like anger,
jealousy, and frustration. “Let It Go” retains an air of this anger and
vengefulness that Elsa could have embraced had she been characterised as
a traditional villain: this is illustrated by lyrics such as “Let the storm rage
on”, the defiant slamming of the doors of her ice palace, and looking
straight into the camera – an action which Elizabeth Bell notes is usually
only done by Disney’s evil women50 – and stating, “The cold never bothered
me anyway”. Elsa is also startlingly honest about the pressure to conform:
she cynically rejects her late father’s (well-intentioned, but harmful) advice
to “Be the good girl you always have to be / Conceal, Don’t feel”, decides
“I don’t care what they’re going to say”, and that there’s “No right, no
wrong / No rules for me / I’m free!” For Elsa, who looks like a “perfect
princess”, to be expressing these intense, raw, and very human feelings of
isolation and frustration feels liberating, particularly when contrasted with
the serenely-smiling princesses as they appear elsewhere within the Disney
Princess franchise. Out of context, these moments of Elsa’s self-expression
might sound like the words of someone headed on the path of evil. Yet,
they are combined with gentler moments of simple pleasure as she explores
the capabilities of her powers to create beauty, and without the fear of
hurting anyone else – aspects that are absent from any of Disney’s earlier
“wicked diva” songs. (Crucially, at this point, Elsa is not aware of the severe
damage her powers have had on Arendelle.) As such, in this transformation
from frustration to pleasure, the song builds to an almost orgasmic expe-
rience of pure catharsis. Significantly, the songwriters have Broadway roots
(and Lopez-Anderson is the first female songwriter to work on a Disney
princess film), and like the Broadway diva (such as Wicked’s Elphaba), Elsa
is the “singer of big, belting songs of self-determination and self-celebra-
tion”,51 arguably a key reason for the immense popularity of “Let It Go”.52
As a song about a magical woman relishing in her own power, the closest
comparison to “Let It Go” from another Disney animated film is, in fact,
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not from one of the previously mentioned princess fairy tales, but The Sword
inthe Stone (1963). The film’s wicked witch, Madam Mim, has a small, but
highly memorable part in which she proves herself a worthy match for her
nemesis, Merlin the wizard. In her song, “Mad Madam Mim”, she boasts
to the young Arthur that she has “more magic in one little finger” than
Merlin, and sings with egotistical glee about how she chooses to “delight
in the gruesome and grim” rather than use her gift for good. She is squat,
plump and ugly with purple hair and green eyes, and enjoys making herself
even uglier despite being able to make herself “beautiful, lovely and fair”,
something she only does to deceive others. Like a femme fatale, she flirts,
bats her eyelashes and wiggles her hips, deliberately seducing the audience
(within the film and in reality) before aggressively popping back to her true,
ugly form, cackling with delight at Arthur’s shocked reaction. “I’m an ugly
old creep!” she yells, while jumping up and down and tugging at her hair:
perhaps simultaneously expressing her frustration at being penned into this
category by society, yet also embracing and relishing in this identity that
is so feared (as, after all, fearing something gives it a certain degree of
power). The Little Mermaid’s Ursula, similarly, uses her grotesque, part-hu-
man, part-octopus body to strut around and preach to the naïve Ariel about
what a man wants in a woman. Later in the film, she transforms her
tentacular body of “gynophobic imagery”53 into a beautiful young woman
in order to seduce Prince Eric, with the intended result of capturing the
soul of Ariel’s father, King Triton. Mim and Ursula, in their performative
displays of “transgressive excess”,54 are thus shown using their sexuality as
a weapon, just another part of their inherent wickedness and difference
from the beautiful, modest, and virginal princesses. Elsa, who physically
resembles the princesses more than she does Mim or Ursula, uses her magic
to transform herself, but only for her own enjoyment, rather than to harm
or seduce another. While it might be read as troubling that her self-em-
powerment, freedom, and rejection of her father’s “conceal, don’t feel”
mantra is closely tied to her gaining a more sexualised appearance – as she
replaces her modest and constrictive coronation dress with a revealing
gown and high heels – within the scene’s diegesis she is not doing this for
an audience, but only for herself.55
Elsa’s self-transformation also sets her apart from her princess predecessors
to whom she is physically similar, but whose coming-of-age moments are
marked by transformations that are done to them by a more powerful
person, and in the service of the heteronormative romantic narrative. The
most iconic of these is Cinderella’s tattered dress being turned into a
sparkling ball gown by her fairy godmother, while another, highly prob-
lematic, example is Ariel’s transformation into a human, first by Ursula in
exchange for her voice, and again, permanently, by her father at the end
of the film so that she can marry Prince Eric. The ones performing the
magic in these instances are a woman who possesses magical power but is
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made (sexually) unthreatening through her age and benevolent, bumbling
demeanour, and a hyper-masculine king who wields a phallically-shaped
trident. Elsa’s transformation is thus highly progressive in this context, in
that she possesses the power and agency to do it to herself and for no one
but herself. Significantly, Elsa’s moment oftransformation is visually remi-
niscent of Cinderella’s and Ariel’s: the swirl of sparkles around the body,
signalling the transformation as it progresses upward from the feet to the
head. In her article on glamour in teen witch texts, in which the protago-
nists frequently use magic to make themselves over, Rachel Moseley
discusses the sparkle as a “signifier of glamour, of superficial beauty”.56
“While the sparkle is powerfully spectacular . . . it is also highly ephemeral”,
emphasising surface over depth.57 Indeed, as Moseley points out, the very
word “glamour” began its existence meaning a kind of spell or enchant-
ment, typically implying the assuming of a false appearance that is more
pleasing and appealing than that of the true self.58 Elsa’s changing of her
hair and clothes – from buttoned up to liberated – is, in this older meaning
of the word, her casting a glamour upon herself. Although Elsa’s transfor-
mation might represent her greater (magical) power than Cinderella and
Ariel, it is arguably only a superficial change that lacks true transformation
of the self. Elsa is only temporarily happy and free of her personal demons;
she has escaped one castle in which she was trapped only to lock herself
in another of her own making. When Anna catches up with her and Elsa
realises the damage she has done to Arendelle, she loses control of her
powers and emotions once again, accidentally striking Anna in the heart –
an almost fatal action than can only be undone by an “act of true love”.
As we find out, the act that will cure Anna’s frozen heart is her own act of
protecting Elsa from being killed – not, as is expected, a true love’s kiss
from a male suitor. In this way, Anna, in turn, steps outside of the
archetypal role upon which she is based – that of the princess – by becoming
the “knight in shining armour” to her own sister. Elsa is undoubtedly a
popular character because of her self-expression and magical ability, but
Anna has a less literal “superpower” of her own in the form of love. This
is hinted toward in Elsa’s dialogue after Anna has broken the news that
Arendelle is in danger: “What power do you have to stop this winter? To
stop me?” she asks, rhetorically (emphasis added). Anna is absolutely
overflowing with love, and just as Elsa struggles to control her own icy
power, Frozen is arguably just as much about Anna learning to direct her
love, her power, toward the right people – an isolated sister (or the
equally-isolated ice harvester, Kristoff) rather than an unfamiliar prince.59
It is on this subject of the power of familial love between women that we
must now turn to two crucial characters who stand in opposition to this,
and further reveal the ways in which the film uses appearances in order to
subvert expectations of villainy.
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“Everyone’s a Bitof a Fixer Upper”: Overcoming Misogyny
Through Female Solidarity
If it becomes evident quite early that Elsa is not the villainous Snow Queen
that was expected of her, the film attempts to fill this lack by offering a
substitute in the form of the Duke of Weselton. The Duke is deliberately
offered as a red herring in order to further distract from the film’s true
villain, Prince Hans. With his oversized moustache, Napoleonic short
stature, British accent, and his first lines stating his desire to exploit the
riches of Arendelle, he is immediately coded as a nefarious person. Appro-
priately, the citizens of Arendelle mispronounce his homeland as “Weasel
Town”. His dastardly status is further cemented when, at Elsa’s coronation
ball, he accuses her of “sorcery”, of being a “monster”, and of deliberately
attempting to harm him – all things that, by this point in the film, we know
to be untrue. Later, he sends his henchmen after her and strongly implies
that they are to kill her. However, the Duke is also strongly coded as a fool,
an attention seeker, and thoroughly unthreatening: he performs a bizarre
jig at the coronation and at the end of the film claims that his neck hurts
(parodying the idea of the spurious “personal injury” lawsuit), as he has
run out of other reasons that he shouldn’t be thrown out of Arendelle. Yet
despite his comic harmlessness, the Duke serves a much darker purpose in
the film.
The Duke throws accusations at Elsa because he has no context nor prior
knowledge of her situation, unlike Anna and the film’s audience, who
affectively have known her since her childhood. As far as he knows, she is
a monster or a sorceress, one who has just been crowned Queen. In this
respect, the Duke can be read as reflective of the way audiences are
intended to react to prior female fairy tale villains.60 These classic villains
are introduced with no context for their “evilness” and are simply expected
to be villains due to their physical appearances and that they are positioned
as binary oppositions to the fair princesses. The Duke’s accusations are also
reflective of the many examples of highly-insidious, real-life treatment of
women in the media – specifically women in powerful and authoritative
positions. As documented in Laura Bates’ Everyday Sexism, “female politi-
cians are subjected to ridicule, criticism and dismissal on the basis of their
sex”.61 This was effectively displayed by the widespread misogynistic
treatment of Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton in the 2016 US presi-
dential election. To cite just one of many examples, Clinton was labelled a
“nasty woman” during a televised debate by Republican candidate Donald
Trump, who would go on to win the presidency.62 Bates suggests that such
displays of misogyny toward female politicians may discourage younger
women and girls from pursuing careers in politics or other male-dominated
professions.63 They may also not be a far cry from what we might imagine
the Disney witches being subjected to if targeted by real-world media. We
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are given no, or very little, context for their being power-hungry “castrat-
ing bitch[es]”64 – they “just are” that way. Yet, as revisionist texts like
Maleficent and Wicked show, it is possible to provide justifiable reasons for
their behaviour and actions, which in these re-workings are caused by their
misunderstanding and mistreatment by the patriarchal societies in which
they exist.
James B. Stewart’s Disney War reveals insight into Frozen’s development in
the early 2000s, which suggests that Elsa was close to suffering a similar,
potentiallysexist, treatment as the witches before her. Stewart recounts a
Taming of the Shrew-inspired pitch to then-CEO Michael Eisner: the Snow
Queen would have been a “terrible bitch” who freezes her undesirable
suitors, until a “regular guy” comes along and succeeds in melting her heart,
thus suggesting that the cure for bitchiness is the love of a good man.65
Although in the final film Elsa is not a “cold-hearted bitch” to be “tamed”
by a male suitor, the song “Frozen Heart” contains some of this misogynis-
tic fear of a powerful female force, later vocalised by the Duke: the
harvesters, armed with their tools, sing that “Ice has a magic can’t be
controlled / Stronger than one! Stronger than ten! / Stronger than a
hundred men!” followed by a yell punctuated by the violent swinging of
pickaxes into blocks of ice. Yet this scene also contains hints towards the
film’s progressive resolution that hinges on female solidarity. The sky, pink
from the setting sun, tinges the snowy landscape in a warm glow, poten-
tially suggesting the thawing power of Anna’s love, as she is associated with
warm colours throughout the film due to her red hair and pink cape. (The
same colour tints the sky in the aforementioned scene in which Anna
catches up with Elsa at her ice palace.) The lyrics further hint toward the
film’s resolution by speaking of the ice having a frozen heart that is “worth
mining”. This is more explicitly suggested in the film’s final song, “Fixer
Upper”, in which the trolls tell us that “People make bad choices / If they’re
mad or scared or stressed / But throw a little love their way ... And you’ll
bring out their best!” They refer specifically to familial love from a father,
sister or brother.66 Can we envision this applying to Disney’s earlier female
fairy tale villains? Were these “witches” – potentially victimised due to
their statuses as (magically) powerful women in authoritative positions, like
Elsa – merely “fixer uppers” lacking the solidarity of other women? Too
intent on gaining, to borrow the terminology of Henke et al again,
“power-over” rather than “power-with” their princess victims?67 Frozen,
by “tricking” the audience into expecting Elsa to be the generic villain and
antagonist to Anna’s “typical” fairy tale princess, only to completely
subvert this by demonstrating the power of female companionship, argu-
ably suggests such a possibility. Maleficent, too, twists the original film’s
narrative into one in which the titular evil fairy actually comes to love
Aurora. The sleeping princess is thus not awoken by the kiss of a prince,
but by the kiss of Maleficent. The film then ends with Maleficent alive
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(rather than killed, as she is by Prince Phillip in the 1959 film) and living
peacefully with Aurora in the fairy kingdom. Contra to Cashdan’s argu-
ment, perhaps the witch does not always have to die after all.
This leaves only the film’s true villain, the true possessor of a “frozen heart”,
Prince Hans, who is vital to the film’s subversion of expectations of the
typical Disney fairy talenarrative. When Anna needs an “act of true love”
to cure her frozen heart, she immediately is rushed to Hans. However,
although he seems like an archetypal Prince Charming, Hans reveals his
truly evil nature and intentions: he does not love Anna at all, but only
intended to marry her, kill her and Elsa, and take the throne of Arendelle
for himself. This is a twist that, on paper, might sound clichéd and
narratively unimaginative, but it works in context precisely because the
film has succeeded in portraying Hans as so unequivocally nice. The
marketing is also complicit in this, thus ensuring that audiences warm to
him before even seeing the film: the aforementioned theatrical trailer
specifically refers to him as “The Nice Guy”, while posters position him
next to Anna, implying that they are a couple. Ed Hooks criticises the film’s
portrayal of Hans for not providing any foreshadowing of his villainy: “Hans
is a blank slate, a mental rag doll. There were opportunities galore for the
animator to ‘animate the thought’, to capture at least a reflective shadow
of Hans’s plan”.68 This overlooks the subtle, doubly-coded indications of
Hans’ true intentions in his dialogue and body language. At Elsa’s corona-
tion, Anna slips on the dancefloor and is caught by Hans. “Glad I caught
you”, he says. What seems at first to be a chivalrous gesture and an
indication of his attraction to Anna becomes, with the knowledge of his
true nature, a sinister, predatory line – a fisherman reeling in a prize-win-
ning catch. Owen Weetch observes further signposts in the love duet,
“Love Is An Open Door”: Hans tells Anna how after having met her he’s
“found [his] place”. Although it could easily be assumed that he means this
figuratively, as he says this he gestures with his hand toward the kingdom,
hinting toward his plan to seize the crown for himself. He also fondly
reassures Anna, “I love crazy”, before they burst into song. As Weetch
points out, “Of course he does”, as Anna being “crazily” in love is
something he can take advantage of for his own gain.69 To turn to the
marketing materials once more, one poster – which shows Hans, Anna,
Olaf, Elsa, and Kristoff submerged in snow with only their heads visible –
hints towards Hans’ nefarious nature: he is shown gazing intently at Anna
who, with Kristoff and Elsa, looks straight ahead, unaware that she is being
watched. Hans’ doubly-coded gaze can be read as either loving and caring
or disconcerting and predatory, depending on whether one has seen the
end of the film. Hans is therefore far from “under-developed”, as argued
by Hooks,70 but the most dangerous type of villain: one who is not seen
coming. On designing the classic Disney villains, veteran animators Ollie
Johnston and Frank Thomas state that they “preferred to depict our
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examples of vileness through a strong design which eliminated realism and
kept the audience from getting too close to the character”.71 Frozen takes
advantage of this trend by planting the Duke, who looks stereotypically evil,
as a red herring. Concept art shows early designs of Hans which more
overtly code himas evil: while still handsome, he has a long, pointed nose,
sharp, black eyebrows, a shifty stare and a smirk – a world away from the
wide-eyed, soft featured, and sincere-seeming Hans of the final film.72
Doing the opposite of the technique that Johnston and Thomas describe,
and casting the villain in disguise as a handsome Prince Charming, is
potentially Frozen’s most subversive and refreshing act. It acknowledges
something that many (adult) audience members may have learned the hard
way: that a charming, handsome man is not necessarily as good on the inside
as he looks on the outside. “Don’t bet on the prince”, advises the title of
Jack Zipes’ edited collection of contemporary feminist fairy tales, published
twenty-six years before the release of Frozen.73 With its portrayal of Hans,
therefore, Frozen is in the intriguing position of a Disney film criticising
Disney’s own tropes, and using them against the audience to challenge
ingrained assumptions about what villainy does or does not look like.
Re-thinking Wickedness: New Directions for Disney’s Fairy
Tales
There may be many reasons for the wide appeal and success of Frozen. Not
all of these can be addressed here, but at least part of the film’s appeal may
be in its acknowledgement that, unlike fairy tales, reality has few straight-
forward binaries, and the true natures of people are not easily determined
by the way they look. Perhaps most significantly of all, it does not place
women in opposition to each other, as enemies poised to destroy one
another. Instead, it offers love, communication, and companionship be-
tween women as both a potential resolution and a weapon to combat
sexism. With that being said, it is interesting to note that Elsa and Anna
spend relatively little time together in the film. Anna, in actual fact, spends
more screen time with her male companions, Kristoff and Olaf the snow-
man. That a feature-length sequel is on the horizon, however, may provide
opportunities for Anna and Elsa’s relationship to further develop in inter-
esting and progressive ways. The Frozen paratexts are already making
headway in this respect, and are continuing to encourage female compan-
ionship: whether in Frozen Fever (2015), a short sequel to the film; in picture
books like A Sister More Like Me,74 which expands upon Anna and Elsa’s
childhood; or on a variety of merchandise where they are shown embracing,
thus breaking the Princess franchise’s “no eye contact” rule.75 Elsa and
Anna have, as of yet, not been “officially” initiated into the Disney Princess
line-up, but if they were, they would be further breaking ground in that
Elsa would be the first queen to join the princesses.76
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In relation to this, one other possible reason for Frozen’s immense popu-
larityis that it acknowledges that being a queen or witch is actually highly
appealing – perhaps even more so than being a princess. Disney’s evil
queens and witches have power (whether magical, political, or the simply
the power of being feared) and do not conform to what patriarchal ideals
say that a woman should or should not be, even though this, more often
than not, results in severe punishment. Most of all, they are self-expressive
divas who do and say what they feel and think, especially when they feel
angry, frustrated, and victimised by an unjust society. With the success of
Frozen and Maleficent, Disney seems to be realising the appeal of powerful
and authoritative women, particularly those with magical powers, and are
increasingly acknowledging this appeal, evoking sympathy for, and inviting
identification with them in their feature films. Even Cinderella, in Disney’s
2015 live-action film, becomes a queen through marriage without at any
point having the title of “Princess”. That Elsa embodies many of the
villainous queen or witch characteristics while being a sympathetic and
good-hearted person, like a princess, makes her a revolutionary new type
of character for Disney’s fairy tales. That Elsa is not paired off with a male
suitor, and remains single by the film’s end, can also be seen as highly
refreshing (and opens the film up to queer readings). Anna, who has been
somewhat neglected in this piece in favour of Elsa, must not be forgotten
as the princess who goes from besotted bride-to-be to saviour (who
punches her former fiancé in the face). That both sisters nonetheless
conform to the highly restrictive form of feminine beauty associated with
the Disney Princesses must be acknowledged, especially in relation to Elsa,
who while bearing much in common with her evil predecessors is still
separated from them by her “princessy” appearance. As such, in Frozen’s
exclusion of the sexually transgressive, grotesque bodies of the witches, it
is possible to read the film as continuing to code these bodies as undesirable
and associated with evil. But one film alone does not bear the responsibility
to completely revise a seventy-six year history. Frozen can thus be consid-
ered a significant step toward more progressive and inclusive depictions of
women, and their relationships with one another, in Disney’s fairy tales
and children’s media culture more broadly.
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